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For all types of 
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In all types 
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underfl oor heating
professionals

For all types of 
fl oor fi nish

· Tiles

· Natural stone

· Gravel fl oors

· Parquet

· Wood

· Seamless fl oors

· Carpet

· Laminate

· Linoleum

· Cork

· PVC

· Rubber

In all types 
of subfl oor

· Screed cement

· Screed anhydrite

· Concrete

· Existing Tiles

· Dry construction

· XPS-panels

· Sandwich panels

floorheating



Every fl oor is 
suitable for 
grinding

JK fl oorheating

Over the past 20 years JK has acquired more than one million square meters of knowledge and experience of in-ground 

underfl oor heating in a number of European countries, such as the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany, England, 

Wales, Switzerland, Italy, France, Turkey and Iceland. Therefore we have the knowledge, expertise and experience to bring 

you a quality customized solution whether for renovation, refurbishment or starting a new building project in residential or 

commercial buildings. JK underfl oor heating has the appropriate solution for every place or project. 

Of course good service is valuable, therefore we ensure that you receive the latest information and knowledgeable advice. 

What’s more, the installation is done by highly-skilled employees who are individually hired and trained by JK. Therefore you 

can rest assured that the benefi ts and quality of the heating system are guaranteed to meet the features of our underfl oor 

heating system.

JK experience/expertise/sales (production) and training centre in the Netherlands



“Patented grinding machine, 

dustless, a tightly routed groove 

pattern into which 

the heating pipes are inserted.”

In all types of 
subfl oor; cement, 
anhydrite and 
dry constructions

The topscreed is grooved using a specially designed and

patented fl oor grinder. The JK fl oor grinder dustlessly 

creates grooves in the screed into which the heating pipes 

are inserted. Since the JK grinding method uses a specially

constructed industrial diamond grinding disc it can be 

applied to 99% of all fl oor surfaces, making it unnecessary 

to remove or raise the existing screed with this method. 

Furthermore, it is also possible to easily install the JK 

underfl oor heating system into different fl oor levels where 

dry-construction panels such as gypsum are already in 

place. Another desirable feature of in-ground underfl oor 

heating is that it is more comfortable and energy-effi cient,

as the heating pipes are installed directly under the surface 

of the fl oor. This allows the fl oor temperature to rise much 

faster so the room temperature can be controlled much 

more accurately than with traditional underfl oor heating

systems. As a result your energy usage is lower and 

therefore your energy bill, as well! Moreover, because of 

the low water fl ow temperature (35-45 °C) required by the 

JK underfl oor heating system it is an excellent asset that 

can be easily combined with other modern and renewable 

energy sources.

Revolutionary grinding method

Heating pipes are installed directly under the surface of the fl oor,
for quick heating and accurate room temperature control.



More and more people opt for underfloor heating because 

the benefits are very clear. To start with, underfloor 

heating provides the most comfortable and uniform level 

of warmth. Research has shown that by using underfloor 

heating the ideal room temperature is approximately one

to two degrees Celsius lower in comparison to other 

traditional heating systems. Keep in mind that one degree 

Celsius reduces the energy consumption by five to six 

percent! In addition, underfloor heating systems are 

categorized as Low Temperature Heating (LTH). This 

means that they can easily be combined with other heating 

systems already in place because of the low water flow 

temperature, which is below 55°C. This includes High 

Efficient (HE) boilers, for example, which reach their 

maximum efficiency under this same set flow temperature. 

Also, heat pumps, solar water heaters and other renewable 

heat sources are not utilised to their full potential when 

temperatures above 55°C are used because they are made 

for lower water flow temperatures. Since these sustainable 

heat sources are likely to be installed increasingly 

frequently in the years to come, we are convinced that 

underfloor heating is the solution for the future.

Why opt for in-ground underfloor heating?

“Underfloor heating provides the 

fastest and cosiest warmth 

for every floor type.”

1 Safer

 - No risk of getting burnt by radiators.

2 More economical

 - Up to 10% savings due to uniform heating in each room

 - LTH (low temperature heating) results in an additional  

   10 to 15% saving compared to conventional 

   (high temperature) systems.

3 Healthier

 - Maintains better levels of humidity

 - Reduces dust circulation

 - Eliminates dust mites by reducing home moisture 

   content 4 

4 More Comfortable

 - The radiant heat from underfloor heating is generally  

   perceived as more pleasant.

 - The heat distribution is closest to the ideal heating model.

 - No problems with air circulation (cold drafts) or the  

   unpleasant smell of burnt dust which can occur 

   with radiators and convector heaters

5 More practical

 - More available space due to the absence of heating 

   elements (e.g. radiators) and no barriers when moving in  

   and arranging furniture.

6 More hygienic

 - No cleaning problems (areas around radiators and

   convector heaters are often difficult to clean)

7 More aesthetic

 - No unsightly pipes around radiators, convector

   heaters or other heating elements

The benefits at a glance



JK’s in-ground underfl oor heating system has been tested

and approved by various independent laboratories. The JK

products have been awarded with several certifi cates for 

both the materials used and for the installation method. 

The evaluations that have been performed include: DIN 

CERTCO, Berlin; DIN EN 1264-2 technical heating issues 

for underfl oor heating systems and 4725-200 Kiwa 

Bautest, Augsburg; DIN 18560 Compressive Strength 

Testing, and the implementation of various 

pressure testing with various types 

of fl ooring.

Underfl oor Heating Pipe: JK Flextube
At the core of the inground underfl oor heating we deliver 

and install oxygen-proof Poly-Ethylene or Raised 

Temperature resistant (PE-RT) tube in accordance with DIN 

standards. The underfl oor heating pipe is made up of fi ve 

layers, in which the oxygen-proof layer of ethylene-vinyl 

alcohol (EVOH) is applied as a barrier between two 

polyethylene layers. The tube meets the German DIN 

4726/4721 standards and the Dutch KIWA KOMO norm for 

BRL 5602 application of underfl oor heating/cooling.

Quality: 
Objectively 
Confi rmed

PE-RT 

PE-RT 

EVOH

Adhesive polymer

Adhesive polymer

JK Floorheating FLEXTUBE inverse Ø 14 x 2 [mm]

both the materials used and for the installation method. 

The evaluations that have been performed include: DIN 

CERTCO, Berlin; DIN EN 1264-2 technical heating issues 

for underfl oor heating systems and 4725-200 Kiwa 

Bautest, Augsburg; DIN 18560 Compressive Strength 

Testing, and the implementation of various 

pressure testing with various types 

Underfl oor Heating Pipe: JK Flextube
At the core of the inground underfl oor heating we deliver 

and install oxygen-proof Poly-Ethylene or Raised 

Collaborative relationships:
JK Underfl oor Heating is the specialist in the fi eld of 

in-ground fl oor heating and because of this our fi rm has 

collaborated in numerous projects (domestic and abroad) 

in which JK did the entire installation. A few partners are 

Uponor, Wieland Werke, Rotex heating systems, Knauf, 

Fermacell.



JK Manifold

The JK Manifolds are a quality product made from stainless steel and other high quality material and componentes. 

The innovative valve constructing with advanced production techniques and corrosion free materials making the JK 

water distributors an unique product with sophisticated features and capabilities. The JK manifold is available in three 

different designs; JK Basic Manifold, JK Ultra Manifold and JK LT Manifold.

JK-Basic & Ultra manifold

With the direct-mounted water pump the manifold is the JK 

Basic Manifold and JK Ultra Manifold suitable for connecting 

directly to a hot water source (45-80°C). This is generally a normal 

gas or electric boiler. The water pump circulates the water and 

the equipped temperature blending valve mixes the hot water 

with the cooler return water of the underfl oor heating system.

JK-LT manifold

The JK LT Manifold is not fi tted with a water pump, which 

makes the JK LT Manifold ideal for connecting to a low 

temperature heat source 25-45 [°C]. The water supply is usually 

provided by remote water pump which is often part of a 

renewable energy system, such as solar panels, ground-source 

heat pump or high-effi ciency boiler.

Installation by skilled JK own technicians



Installation by skilled JK own technicians

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

What needs to be done prior to the delivery?

All furniture and fl oor covering has to be removed. A dry, clean and smooth fl oor is the perfect situation to install our 

in-ground underfl oor heating system. See also the installation terms and conditions.

Is my existing fl oor construction suitable for underfl oor heating? 

We can install our underfl oor heating system in variety of fl oor constructions, most preferable is a screed which is 

made of sand-cement or anhydrite sulphate.

Can you use underfl oor heating systems on timber subfl oor constructions such as ground or upper fl oors? 

Yes, using dry construction panels, as gypsum, gives the opportunity to cover these situation.

What is the cutting depth for installation the heating pipes? 

Our Floorgrinder cut approximately 15 [mm] into the fl ooring wherefore a total thickness of 20 [mm] is minimum 

required.

How long does the installation take of the underfl oor heating system? 

The delivery and installation of the underfl oor heating systems ready for connection to an convenient wireless 

individual room control in apartments or single-family homes are usually done is just one working day.

When can the fl oor covering be placed? 

Directly after installation of the underfl oor heating system.

Is the JK in-ground underfl oor heating system suitable by renovations or retro-fi t projects? 

Yes, our unique installation technique is particularly designed for renovation, refurbishment and conversion projects.

When can I use the underfl oor heating system? 

This differs with each fl oor construction, generally the start-up period may begin in a few weeks after delivery.

Does JK the whole installation?

Yes, we install the underfl oor heating system which includes grinding the fl oor, installation of the heating pipe and 

placement of the manifold. Connection of the manifold with the central heating system and a digital control 

system – thermostat – should me done by a certifi ed installer. This is to be arranged by the customer, however, JK 

can recommend suitable parties and/or provide technical support.

Caused the installation of the in-ground underfl oor heating system dirt or dust? 

The installation is dustfree due to the integrated industrial vacuum cleaner.

I would like a quote! 

Contact us or a JK dealer in your area for a free quote. Your JK dealer will also take the fl oor covering into account.



floorheating

Germany  www.JK-de.com

The Netherlands www.JK-nl.com

United Kingdom www.JK-gb.com

Turkey www.JK-tr.com

Belgium  www.JK-be.com

Austria   www.-JK-at.com

References

JK has been installing underfl oor heating systems in 12 countries since 1994. 

As a result we have more than 100,000 references. From a single bathroom to 

full industrial sites, there is always a satisfi ed user in the area where you live.

Contact

For more information, technical specifi cations and/or a quote, don’t hesitate 

to contact or visit a JK dealer in your area. Contact details JK United Kingdom; 

18, The Driftbridge, Reigate Road, Epsom.

e-mail; info@jk-gb.com, telephone; +44 (0) 77 06 27 6485

Villa Paasberg Ede - The Netherlands

Museum Ravensburger - Germany

Basilica di Santa Maria della Salute - Italy

Watch the video of Discovery Channel at: www.jk-nl.com/video


